
To

Minister Whynne  and Plan Melbourne Staff

As a member of Keysborough Golf Club I am making this submission in 

relation to Plan Melbourne. I have chosen not to complete the detailed 

submission form on line although I do attach the required cover sheet to 

confirm my agreement with the privacy collection statement and allocation 

terms.

I understand there is currently a blanket ban on changing any areas in 

Melbourne declared as green wedge.  Melbourne has been expanding rapidly 

over recent decades and given good reason, perhaps its now time to review 

some locations currently defined as green wedge .

I should emphasise "given good reason" as opposed to just making space for 

housing.  I believe there are many good reasons to review the land 

currently occupied by KGC as do our members following an overwhelming vote 

in favour of relocation earlier this year.

The position now is that all options to grow our great club have been  

exhausted  We have major works that need to be completed but the costs are 

way beyond responsible affordability.

The land where we propose to build a new golf curse is unsuitable for 

housing and I understand not a green wedge zone.  Consequently it sits 

there idle and therefore cheap for us to buy. This location would also be 

ideal to develop a much needed recreation and sporting complex  should 

Dandenong council so desire.

On the other hand the land occupied by KGC is very highly valued and would 

make a perfect setting to build new homes. 

Mr Whynne to you and Plan Melbourne committee as I said at the beginning 

"Given Good Reason ".  I woud hope you agree that there is very good reason 

to favourably review this green wedge thus allowing KGC  to prosper in the 

Dandenong precinct rather than perhaps ultimately disappear.
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